ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE: 6-22-88

SP Report 9/25/75

FEBRUARY 25, 1934, A SOURCE WHOSE PREVIOUSLY
IDENTIFIED AS A FORMER CADRE VOLUNTARILY
APPEARED AT THE MEDFORD, OREGON FBI RESIDENT AGENCY AND
PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING BACKGROUND INFORMATION REGARDING
CAPTIONED MATTER. HE STATED THAT
CONFLICTS WITH THE POLITICAL BELIEFS BEING ESPoused BY THE PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, THE COMMUNIST PARTY USA, AND THE NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION.


ALSO ON THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, STARTED THE NORTHWEST SEASONAL WORKER'S ASSOCIATION IN MEDFORD, OREGON, WHICH IS NOW RUN BY
VAGE THREE PD 100A-15246 UNCLAS E F T O

**ALSO HAS LIAISON WITH THE MILITARY FRACTION (MF).** THE MF IS SPLIT INTO REGULARS AND IRREGULARS. DURING SOURCE'S ASSOCIATION WITH CAPTIONED ORGANIZATIONS, HE NEVER SAW ANY WEAPONS, HOWEVER, VIEWED FILMS OF FIREARMS TRAINING. HE NOTED THAT DIFFERENT GROUPS DID HAVE MILITARY-TYPE WEAPONS STORED AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS.

**THE WESTERN REGIONAL ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE (POC) IS LOCATED AT 33 HAYES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.**
AGE FIVE PD 100A-15846 UNCLAS 2 F T C

HE WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY USA, PROVISIONAL WING.

The Physician's Organizing Committee (POC) located in the San Francisco Bay Area consists of various physicians in the area. [Blank] (LNU) is a member of the MF.

Studio East, a design studio in New York City is part of the business fraction. Studio West, 833 Hughes, San Francisco, California, is also part of the business fraction. A "Safe House" was located on the second floor of 833 Hughes.

A law firm in New York City provides legal counsel for captioned organization.

The revolution which was scheduled for February, 1984 in the United States, was to have assigned objectives to
The various fractions, such as the political fraction, business fraction, financial fraction, military fraction, and so forth.

Source recalled the following affiliate organizations as being part of a/fed:

1. Temporary Worker's Organizing Committee (TWOC) located in Massachusetts.

2. The Bay Area Alternative Press (BAAP). Marshal (LNU) was Operations Manager, and a Communist Party Provisional Party Member.

3. The Northwest Seasonal Workers Association (NSWA) of Medford, Oregon with the affiliated Jackson County Fuel Committee of Ashland, Oregon.

4. Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA) of New York City.

5. Eastern Farm Workers Association (EFWA) of New York City located at Riverhead, Long Island.

6. Texas Farm Workers Union (TFWA) located in Texas.
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PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA), AKA; ET AL; DS/T; 00: NEW YORK.
VAGE SEVEN PD 100A-15246) UNCLAS E F T O
8 - NATIONAL EQUAL JUSTICE ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK CITY.
9 - FRIENDS OF SEASONAL SERVICE WORKERS OF PORTLAND, OREGON.
10 - CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKER ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA.
11 - WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA.
12 - LONG ISLAND ALTERNATIVE PRESS OF RIVERHEAD, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK.

SOURCE ALSO PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING BREAKDOWN OF MEMBERS AND CADRES FOR AFFILIATE ORGANIZATIONS:

TABULAR VOLUNTEER - VOLUNTEERS WITH NO SCHEDULED HOURS;
VIABLE VOLUNTEER - VOLUNTEERS WITH SCHEDULED WORK HOURS;
TABULAR CADRE - COMMITTED AND VOLUNTEERS NON-SCHEDULED HOURS;
EXTERNAL VIABLE CADRE - NOT A PROVISIONAL WING PARTY MEMBERS BUT WORKS SCHEDULED HOURS; VIABLE INTERNAL CADRE - A PROVISIONAL...
PARTY MEMBER WHO WORKS SCHEDULED HOURS.

ADMINISTRATIVE: SOURCE IS (PROTECT IDENTITY BY REQUEST).

MEMBERS OF CAPTIONED ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

ST
INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, AKA ET AL; DSI-TELEVISION

TO: NEW YORK

ON FEBRUARY 24, 1984, PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS SINGULAR IN NATURE. IT IS BELIEVED THAT DISSEMINATION AT THIS TIME COULD ENDANGER SOURCE, AS IT WAS PROVIDED TO SOURCE UNDER UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND MAY BE INTENDED AS A TEST OF SOURCE'S LOYALTY AND IS MADE AVAILABLE FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY.

SOURCE STATED THAT SINCE APPROXIMATELY FEBRUARY 22, 1984, LEADERSHIP AT SUBJECT'S LOCATION HAS BEEN CONTINUOUSLY HOSTILE TOWARD SOURCE. ASSET STATED HE HAS NOT BEEN DIRECTLY CONFRONTED,
OR QUESTIONED, BUT LEARNED SOURCE’S ASSOCIATES HAVE BEEN
QUESTIONED RE SUBJECT’S ACTIVITIES AND ATTITUDES. SOURCE
STATED THE BELIEF THIS IS FROM A GENERALLY SUSPICIOUS ATTITUDE,
FOLLOWING OVERT FBI INVESTIGATION, BUT IS SOMEWHAT CONCERNED.

IN VIEW OF THE ABOVE ATTITUDES, SOURCE BELIEVES IT ODD
THAT HE WAS PERSONALLY PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION.

SOURCE STATED HE WAS TOLD THAT THE NATIONAL OFFICE
CENTER (NOC) OF CAPTIONED GROUP HAS BEEN IN CONTACT WITH

___________

A CATHOLIC SHELTER FOR MEN IN

NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. A PRESS CONFERENCE IS BEING SCHEDULED FOR
FEBRUARY 27, 1984, FOR AN UNKNOWN TIME AND PLACE IN THE VICINITY
OF NEW BRUNSWICK. SOURCE DOES NOT KNOW THE PURPOSE OF THIS PRESS
CONFERENCE, BUT STATED SEVERAL "MEXICANS" FROM TEXAS WILL BE
PRESENT AS WELL AS AN UNKNOWN "BISHOP". SOURCE HAS NO
INFORMATION RE VIOLENCE IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ABOVE.

SOURCE WAS FURTHER TOLD THAT DURING THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 27,
1984, LEADERS FROM THE NATIONAL OFFICE WILL MEET WITH BANK
OFFICIALS CONCERNING A ONE MILLION DOLLAR DEPOSIT TO A
EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA) SPECIAL ACCOUNT AT
THE PEOPLES' NATIONAL BANK, NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. THIS IS INTENDED TO BE USED AS EQUITY FOR ADDITIONAL LOANS.

SOURCE STATED CADRE AT NEW BRUNSWICK WERE WARNED TO AVOID U.S. ROUTE 1, THROUGH FEBRUARY 29, 1984. NO EXPLANATION WAS GIVEN.

NO INVESTIGATION IS BEING CONDUCTED RE THE ABOVE AT THIS TIME, FOR THE PROTECTION OF ASSET.

FOR INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU AND NEW YORK, SOURCE HAS STATED A WILLINGNESS TO PROVIDE SECRET TESTIMONY TO A FEDERAL GRAND JURY, IF SUITABLE PROTECTION CAN BE AVAILABLE AFTERWARD.

NEW YORK IS REQUESTED TO CONSIDER ADVISING AUSA, EDNY OF SOURCE'S WILLINGNESS TO TESTIFY UNDER SECURE CONDITION.

REQUEST OF THE BUREA: FBIHQ IS REQUESTED TO EXPEDITIOUSLY ADVISE ALL FIELD OFFICES TO PROVIDE NEWARK DIVISION WITH COPIES OF ALL COMMUNICATIONS CONTAINING POSITIVE INFORMATION, AS THE PRIMARY SOURCE IS LOCATED AT NEWARK, DELAYS AND PROBLEMS ARE BEING EXPERIENCED BETWEEN NEWARK AND NEW YORK, DUE TO THE LACK OF RECEIPT OF POSITIVE INFORMATION AT NEWARK ON AN EXPEDITIOUS BASIS.
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#
All information contained herein is unclassified.

Date: 9/26/85 by Sep 06/1985

Director FBI

To: FBI New York Priority

FBI Newark Priority

BT

UNCLAS

CHANGED: Provisional Party of Communist (PPC); USA, AKA Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA); National Labor Federation (NATLFED); Domestic Security/Terrorism (DS/T);

00: New York

Title marked changed to remove Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) from caption. In that investigation has determined that captioned group is not affiliated with the CPUSA and to eliminate confusion with investigation of CPUSA.


Referenced New York Airtel requested that Bureau declassify matters relating to information derived from prior.

See Note page three.
INVESTIGATIONS TO FACILITATE PREPARATION OF AFFIDAVIT FOR 
SEARCH WARRANTS. THIS MATTER HAS BEEN CAREFULLY REVIEWED AT 
FBIHQ AND A DETERMINATION HAS BEEN MADE THAT THE MATERIAL CON-
TAINED IN FILE OF CAPTIONED MATTER DOES NOT FALL WITHIN THE 
CATEGORY OF CLASSIFIABLE MATERIAL. THEREFORE, NEW YORK AND 
NEWARK ARE INSTRUCTED TO DECLASSIFY ALL SERIALS CONTAINED IN 
FILE BY APPLICATION OF APPROPRIATE DECLASSIFICATION STAMP AND 
BLOCKING OUT EXISTING CLASSIFICATION MARKINGS CITING THIS 
COMMUNICATION AS AUTHORITY.

NEW YORK SHOULD ENSURE, HOWEVER, THAT PROPER SAFEGUARDS 
ARE UTILIZED IF INFORMATION DERIVED FROM A FORMER OR CURRENT 
ASSET WHO HAD REPORTED ON CPUSA ACTIVITIES IS INCORPORATED IN 
AFFIDAVIT:

BUREAU WILL ADVISE OTHER FIELD OFFICES OF DECLASSIFICATION 
BY SEPARATE COMMUNICATION.

MEMBERS OF CAPTIONED GROUP ARE MARXIST REVOLUTIONARY 
IN NATURE AND APPEAR TO BE IN POSSESSION OF ARMS. THEREFORE, 
EXTREMELY CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN CONDUCTING ANY/ALL 
INVESTIGATION.
NOTE:

The New York Office requested via Airtel dated December 12, 1984, that the bureau declassify derivative information obtained from prior 229 investigations which has been incorporated into instant case. New York and Newark are being instructed to declassify all serials in file of captioned matter in order to facilitate their efforts in obtaining search warrant for the headquarters of the captioned group.

This matter has been coordinated with Unit Chief [Redacted], Security Officer, Criminal Investigative Division, Terrorism Section, International Terrorism Unit II, and SSA [Redacted], Intelligence Division.
SECRET

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA),
ALSO KNOWN AS PROVISIONAL WING OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY (CP),
PROVISIONAL PARTY, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (CPUSA) PROVISIONAL,
EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA), NATIONAL LABOR
FEDERATION (NAILFED); DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM

THE ENTIRE COMMUNICATION IS CLASSIFIED "SECRET" IN ITS
ENTIRETY.

FULL INVESTIGATION AUTHORIZED AUGUST 24, 1984 AND

RE: NEWARK AIRTEL TO FBIHQ AND SAN ANTONIO, DATED OCTOBER 5,
1983 AND NEW ORLEANS AND NEW YORK AIRTEL WITH ENCLOSURES DATED

[Handwritten notes]
DECEMBER 12, 1983.

FOR INFORMATION OF SAN ANTONIO, advised that [ ] is associated with the law firm according to a business card seen by [ ] is known by source to be a cadre member of the professional party of communists (PPC) and that the law firm is believed to be part of the PPC "legal faction". [ ] is connected with [ ] working with the Texas Farm Workers Union (TFU).

Source added that (discussed in re NY enclosure) are all associated with both the PPC and TFU.

Source believes that [ ] was present at a meeting of the National Labor College (NLC) during June, 1983, with others, who were unknown to source, from Texas. Source stated the individual believed to be identical with [ ] female, [ ] source will attempt to locate NLC attendance records to verify the above identity.
SOURCE WAS NOT FAMILIAR WITH (PROTECT IDENTITY).

SAN ANTONIO: WILL REPORT RESULTS OF INDICES CHECKS REQUESTED IN REFERENCED NEWARK AIRTEL AS SEARCH WARRANTS AND MULTIPLE INTERVIEWS ARE IMMEDIATELY ANTICIPATED.

MEMBERS OF CAPTIONED GROUP(S) ARE MARXIST, REVOLUTIONARY IN NATURE, AND ApPEAR TO BE IN POSSESSION OF ARMS, THEREFORE, EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN CONDUCTING ANY/ALL INVESTIGATION.

C BY 3566; DEC. OADR
FM DIRECTOR FBI

TO FBI NEWARK ROUTINE FBI NEW YORK ROUTE BT UNCLAS

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS (PPC), AKA PROVISIONAL WING.
PROVISIONAL PARTY, EASTERN SERVICE WORKER'S ASSOCIATION.


FBIHQ AUTHORITY IS GRANTED FOR ONE CASE AGENT TO ACCOMPANY ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY {AUSA}, EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, TO WASHINGTON, D.C., FOR DELIBERATION WITH DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE {DOJ} OFFICIALS CONCERNING OBTAINMENT OF SEARCH WARRANT.

SEE NOTE PAGE THREE
FOR HEADQUARTERS OF CAPTIONED GROUP. NEW YORK SHOULD ADVISE FBIHQ OF ACTUAL DATE OF TRAVEL.

AS REQUESTED IN REFERENCED TELCALL, A COPY OF NEW YORK LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM DATED DECEMBER 12, 1983, WILL BE FURNISHED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR FOR THEIR REVIEW. POSITIVE INFORMATION WILL BE FORWARDED TO NEW YORK.

FOR INFORMATION OF NEW YORK, ALL NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS OUTLINED IN SAME LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM ARE CURRENTLY BEING SEARCHED BY IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. IF NOT ALREADY PROVIDED, NEW YORK AND NEWARK SHOULD SUPPLY DATES OF BIRTH OF SUBJECTS, IF KNOWN, TO FBIHQ TO FACILITATE THIS SEARCH.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
NOTE:

In connection with New York's plan to obtain a search warrant for the headquarters of captioned group, a meeting has been tentatively scheduled with DOJ officials by the USA, Eastern District of New York. At the specific request of the USA, the New York office has requested that the case agent attend this meeting in Washington, D.C.

The Criminal Investigative Division, Terrorism Section, concurs with New York's request.
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UNCLASSIFIED

RE PORTLAND TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, FEBRUARY 16, 1984

ON FEBRUARY 17, 1984, [redacted] ADVISED HE HAD
RECEIVED INFORMATION THAT A GROUP OF POSSIBLY FOUR MEMBERS
OF THE NORTHWEST SEASONAL WORKERS ASSOCIATION (NWSWA) WILL

[redacted]
LEAVE MEDFORD, OREGON, ON FEBRUARY 17, 1984, EN ROUTE TO A
NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE WORKSHOP TO BE HELD IN THE BAY AREA OF
CALIFORNIA. THEY INTEND TO SPEND THE NIGHT OF FEBRUARY 17,
1984, IN SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, AND TEAM-UP WITH A CONTINGENT
FROM SACRAMENTO TO CONTINUE ON TO THE BAY AREA ON FEBRUARY 18,
1984.

SOURCE DID NOT KNOW THE IDENTITIES OF THE PERSONS
INVOLVED OR THE DESCRIPTION OF THE VEHICLE BEING UTILIZED.

SOURCE ALSO OBTAINED WHAT WAS DESCRIBED AS A SECRET
TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR COSHAD, AN UNKNOWN ACRONYM FOR AN
AFFILIATE ORGANIZATION IN SAN FRANCISCO, TELEPHONE NUMBER
(415) 239-1457, EXTENSION 5, A NUMBER FOR A
ALLEGEDLY A CODE NAME FOR A WOMAN NAMED

ADMINISTRATIVE: PD SOURCE WILL MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH
MEMBERS OF NWSSA, MEDFORD, OREGON, FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
REGARDING FBI INTERVIEWS OF FEBRUARY 16, 1984.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OF SAN FRANCISCO, SOURCE WILL BE DRIVING A 1976 CAPRI, BLUE METALLIC IN COLOR, TWO DOOR, CALIFORNIA LICENSE [BLANK].

SACRAMENTO WILL ADVISE SAN FRANCISCO OF LOCATION OF VLC WHEN IT IS OBTAINED BY SACRAMENTO.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
FM SACRAMENTO (199A-3823) (P)
TO DIRECTOR (195-293232) PRIORITY
NEWARK (199A-57437) ROUTINE
NEW YORK (199A-132949) PRIORITY
SAN FRANCISCO (199A-83232) PRIORITY
PORTLAND (199A-15946) ROUTINE
SAN ANTONIO (199A-14494) ROUTINE
BT
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PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
(USA), AKA PROVISIONAL WING OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY (CP),
PROVISIONAL PARTY, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (CPUSA), PROVISIONAL,
EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA), NATIONAL LABOR
FEDERATION (NATLFE); D/S/T, 00: NEW YORK 100-486889

ON FEB. 15, 1984, ADVISED THAT SHE AND

16 FEB 17 1984

30 APR 1984

100-4257
APPROXIMATELY 25 PEOPLE WILL BE DEPARTING FROM SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION (CHA) HEADQUARTERS AT 3532 STOCKTON BOULEVARD, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, DEPARTING FOR A NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE, DESCRIBED BY SOURCE AS A FINAL NATL FED TACTIC. ACCORDING TO ASSET THIS WILL BE DEALING WITH THE ECONOMIC PROGRAM IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE TAKEOVER OF THE GOVERNMENT ON FEB. 19, 1984.

SPECIFICALLY SOURCE SAID THAT NATL FED HAS SECURED LOANS IN SUFFOLK COUNTY, NEW YORK, AFTER A DISASTER HIT. DONATIONS ALONE TOTaled SOME $320,000 AND LOANS TOTaled MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.

SOURCE ADVISED THAT SHE BELIEVES SIX CARS WILL BE LEAVING FROM SACRAMENTO, AT APPROXIMATELY 4:20 PM, ON FEB. 15, 1984. THIS MLC WILL TAKE AT LEAST A COUPLE OF DAYS.

ADMINISTRATIVE: SACRAMENTO SOURCE

ADvised

SOURCE IS OF THE BELIEF SHE WILL BE ABLE TO CONTACT CASE AGENT AT SACRAMENTO CONCERNING LOCATION OF MLC.
ON FEBRUARY 16, 1984, CONTACT WAS MADE WITH RESIDENT AT INDIVIDUAL WHO ANSWERED DOOR STATED HE WAS VISITOR, AND HE WOULD HAVE OWNER COME DOWN. REPEATED KNOCKINGS FAILED TO SOLICIT ANY OTHER RESPONSE FROM THIS RESIDENCE. 100-486889

CONTACT WAS MADE WITH CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKER'S ASSOCIATION,
1666-7TH STREET, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ON FEBRUARY 16, 1984.


INTERVIEW WAS TERMINATED AS IT WAS NOT DEEMED TO BE PRODUCTIVE.

ARMS AND DANGEROUS.
NEW YORK (100-182949)
BOSTON (100A-47657)
NK (100A-57407)
PORTLAND (100-15046)
SACRAMENTO (100A-8023)
SAN FRANCISCO (100A-8028)
SAN ANTONIO (100A-14404)

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, AKA; ET AL; DOMESTIC SECURITY

REFERENCE NEW YORK TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, FEBRUARY 15, 1984.

ATTEMPTS TO INTERVIEW MEMBERS OF THE EASTERN SERVICES WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA), 1518 SOUTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA,
AN INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFIED AS ESWA, SPOKE WITH BUAGENTS IN A LESS THAN CANDID MANNER. AT THE TIME OF ATTEMPTED INTERVIEW TWO UNKNOWN WHITE MALES AND A WHITE FEMALE, WHO TOOK NOTES, WERE PRESENT. THESE OTHER INDIVIDUALS COULD NOT IDENTIFY THEMSELVES.

DENIED ANY AFFILIATION WITH THE PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS. IN ADDITION, SHE DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE OF ANY TERRORIST ACT BY THIS ORGANIZATION. THE TONE OF THE INTERVIEW WAS UNCOOPERATIVE ON PART. THE RESPONSES WERE EVASIVE RESULTING IN UNPRODUCTIVE INTERVIEW.

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT EARLY INTO THE INTERVIEW, ASKED INTERVIEWING AGENTS TO LEAVE.

THIS MATTER IS BEING PLACED IN AN RUC STATUS.
On 2/17/84 NYO Agents (JTF-2) and NYPD Detectives (JTF-2) executed six (6) federal search warrants at locations in Brooklyn and Manhattan, N.Y. Recovered were two (2) weapons and voluminous documents associated with captioned group reflecting a military presence (military fraction) in several cities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cash (U.S. and foreign currency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stock, Bonds or Negotiable Instruments (checks, traveler’s checks, money orders, certificates of deposit, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>General Retail Merchandise (clothing, food, liquor, cigarettes, TVs, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vehicles (autos, trucks, tractors, trailers, campers, motorcycles, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Heavy Machinery &amp; Equipment (heavy equipment, computers, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bulk Materials (grain, fuel, raw materials, metals, wire, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Jewelry (including unset precious and semiprecious stones)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Precious Metals (gold, silver, silverware, platinum, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Art, Antiques or Rare Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dangerous Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Weapons or Explosives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Businesses or Assets Forfeited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>All Other Recoveries (not falling in any category above)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The case file must contain an explanation of the computation of the recovery value or loss prevented. An explanation must accompany this report if the recovery is $1 million or more, or if the PELP is $5 million or more.

### Subject Description Codes *

- Enter Description Code Only When Reporting a Conviction

#### Organized Crime Subjects:

- **1A** Boss, Underboss or Consigliere
- **1B** Capodecina or Soldier
- **1C** Possible LCN Member or Associate
- **1D** OC Subject Other Than LCN

#### Known Criminals (Other Than OC Members):

- **2A** Top Ten or I.O. Fugitive
- **2B** Top Thief
- **2C** Top Con Man

#### Foreign Nationals:

- **3A** Legal Alien
- **3B** Illegal Alien
- **3C** Foreign Official Without Diplomatic Immunity
- **3D** U.N. Employee Without Diplomatic Immunity
- **3E** Foreign Students
- **3F** All Others

#### Terrorists:

- **4A** Known Member of a Terrorist Organization
- **4B** Possible Terrorist Member or Sympathizer

*If a subject can be classified in more than one of the categories, select the most appropriate in the circumstance.

### Instructions

**Subject Priorities for FBI Arrest or Locate:**

- **A** - Subject wanted for crimes of violence (i.e., murder, manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery and aggravated assault) or convicted of such crimes in the past five years.
- **B** - Subjects wanted for crimes involving the loss or destruction of property valued in excess of $25,000 or convicted of such crimes in the past five years.
- **C** - All others

**Claiming Convictions Other Than Federal:**

It is permissible to claim a local (state, county or local) conviction if the FBI’s investigation significantly contributed to the successful local prosecution. A suggested narrative setting forth the basis for claiming a local conviction must accompany this report. When claiming a conviction other than federal, enter the word “LOCAL” in the “Conviction-Section” block, disregard the number of conviction counts, but enter the sentence “arrest” in the “Sentence-Section” block. When local convictions were accompanied by a federal conviction, enter “LF” in the “In-Jail” block for all sentence types and “CP” for all capital punishment sentences.

**Reported Convictions:**

Convictions should not be reported until the sentence has been issued. There are two exceptions to this rule. The conviction information can be submitted by itself if:

1. The subject becomes a fugitive after conviction but prior to sentencing.
2. The subject dies after conviction but prior to sentencing.

An explanation is required in the Remarks section for either of the above exceptions.

**Rule 20 Situations:**

The field office that obtained the process (normally the office of origin) is the office that should claim the conviction, not the office where the subject enters the pleas in cases involving Rule 20 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.

**Investigative Assistance or Techniques (IATs) Used:**

Since more than one IAT could have contributed to the accomplishment, each IAT must be rated.

- The IAT used must be rated each time an accomplishment is claimed. (For example - If informant information was the basis for a complaint, an arrest, a recovery and a conviction and if separate FD-515s are submitted for each of the aforementioned accomplishments, the “Informant Information” block must be rated on each FD-515 even if it was the same information that contributed to all the accomplishments.)
Memorandum

To: Mr. S. Klein

From: [Blank]

Subject: PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS (PPC)
DOMESTIC SECURITY—TERRORISM

PURPOSE: To request approval for travel of Intelligence Research Specialist (IRS)
Terrorist Research and Analytical Center (TRAC)
Terrorism Section, Criminal Investigative Division, to FBI New York Office for the purpose of assessing the time, personnel, and method required to review PPC files and related documents.

RECOMMENDATION: That the travel of [Blank] to New York Office be approved.

APPROVED: [Signature]

DETAILS: The FBI received reports concerning a plan by the PPC to overthrow the U.S. Government on February 19, 1984. Additional information was received concerning a cache of weapons, the existence of a "military fraction within the PPC, and training of its members in anticipation of the planned overthrow of the U.S. Government.

Enclosure

1 - Klein
Memorandum to O. B. Revell from S Klein
Re: PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS (PPC)
DOMESTIC SECURITY-TERRORISM

The FBI initiated a full investigation of the PCC on August 24, 1983. On February 17, 1984, agents and detectives of Joint Terrorist Task Force II NYO executed six Search Warrants at three separate locations. Among items seized were voluminous documents and records relating to the planned overthrow.

The NYO has requested that these documents and related information be reviewed for the purpose of preparing a comprehensive analysis and threat assessment on the PPC. It is for the purpose of assessing the work involved in the review of this material that travel be approved for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>PRECEDENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARCH 5, 1984</td>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED</td>
<td>PRIORITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FROM**

DIRECTOR FBI

**TO**

FBI BOSTON PRIORITY  
FBI MILWAUKEE PRIORITY  
FBI NEWARK PRIORITY  
FBI NEW YORK PRIORITY  
FBI PHILADELPHIA PRIORITY  
FBI PORTLAND PRIORITY  
FBI SACRAMENTO PRIORITY  
FBI SAN ANTONIO PRIORITY  
FBI SAN FRANCISCO PRIORITY

**MESSAGE**

All information contained herein is unclassified.

Date: 2/25/84

Reference: Newark teletype to FBIHQ dated February 27, 1984.

**REFERENCE**

Provisional Party of Communists (PPC), USA; AKA: Domestic Security/Terrorism; 00: New York (NY)

**DO NOT TYPE MESSAGE BELOW THIS LINE**

Approved by:  
KJM: BAR (4)  
Date: 3/5/84  
Room: 4247  
Telex: 4690

See note page four.

**SEE NOTE PAGE FOUR**
AS RECEIVING OFFICES ARE AWARE, SIMULTANEOUS INTERVIEWS WERE CONDUCTED OR ATTEMPTED OF PPC MEMBERS/ASSOCIATES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY ON FEBRUARY 16, 1984. ON FEBRUARY 17, 1984, SEARCH WARRANTS WERE EXECUTED AT THREE SEPARATE PPC LOCATIONS IN NY CITY, INCLUDING THE NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS IN BROOKLYN, NY. THESE EFFORTS WERE LAUNCHED IN ORDER TO INTERDICT PPC PLANNED VIOLENCE SCHEDULED TO BE CARRIED OUT ON FEBRUARY 19, 1984, AS PART OF THEIR PLAN TO OVERTHROW THE U.S. GOVERNMENT.

PRIMARY SOURCE IN THIS MATTER IS WHO HAS PROVIDED BULK OF INFORMATION WHICH INITIATED THIS INVESTIGATION, AND THE MAJORITY OF PROBABLE CAUSE WHICH LEAD TO SUCCESSFUL OBTAINMENT OF SEARCH WARRANTS MENTIONED ABOVE.

FOR THOSE OFFICES NOT IN RECEIPT OF REFERENCED TELETYPED, REPORTED THAT FOLLOWING EXECUTION OF THESE SEARCH WARRANTS, PPC LEADERS HAVE BEEN CONTINUALLY HOSTILE TOWARD SOURCE. ALTHOUGH NOT DIRECTLY CONFRONTED, SOURCE LEARNED THAT ASSOCIATES HAVE BEEN QUESTIONED ABOUT SOURCE'S ACTIVITIES AND ATTITUDES.

IN ORDER THAT SOURCE BE ADEQUATELY PROTECTED, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT ALL AVAILABLE POSITIVE INFORMATION BE FORWARDED.
TO NEWARK, AS WELL AS OFFICE OF ORIGIN. FOR THIS REASON,

NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT THAT AS PRIMARY SOURCE IN THIS CASE

TIMELY RELAY OF INFORMATION WOULD ASSIST IN DIRECTING SOURCE'S

EFFORTS, RECEIVING OFFICES SHOULD ENSURE THAT NEWARK IS

PROVIDED WITH COPIES OF ALL POSITIVE COMMUNICATIONS.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

BT
NOTE:

DUE TO RECENT APPARENT SUSPICION ON THE PART OF PPC LEADERS/MEMBERS TOWARD RECEIVING OFFICES ARE BEING ADVISED PER REQUEST TO PROVIDE COPIES OF ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE NEWARK OFFICE.
ATTN: DOMESTIC TERRORISM UNIT

FBI BOSTON PRIORITY
FBI CHICAGO PRIORITY
FBI NEWARK (100A-57407) PRIORITY
FBI PHILADELPHIA PRIORITY
FBI PORTLAND (100A-15046) PRIORITY
FBI SACRAMENTO (100A-8023) PRIORITY
FBI SAN ANTONIO (100A-14404) PRIORITY
FBI SAN FRANCISCO (100A-80282) PRIORITY

UNCLAS

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, NAKA ET AL; DOMESTIC SECURITY/ TERRORISM; 00: NEW YORK.

ON MARCH 7, 1984, A MEETING (CLOSED) TOOK PLACE IN THE CHAMBERS OF UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE (USDJ) HENRY BRAMWELL, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. THOSE PRESENT INCLUDE

FROM 1107 CARROLL STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, (NATIONAL OFFICE HEADQUARTERS REGARDING CAPTIONED GROUP); MEMBERS OF THE ED NY AND JTF-2 AGENT.

NUMEROUS MOTIONS WERE FILED IN EFFORTS TO UNSEAL AFFIDAVIT AND ATTEMPTS TO HAVE SEIZED EVIDENCE OBTAINED ON FEBRUARY 17, 1984 RETURNED. USDJ BRAMWELL REJECTED BOTH THESE MOTIONS, HOWEVER, ORDERED THE NYO TO CONTINUE TO COMPLY WITH EARLIER MOTION USDJ EUGENE NICKERSON TO ALLOW MEMBERS TO CONTINUE REVIEW EVIDENCE SEIZED THAT MAY BE APPLICABLE TO LAWYER/CLIENT PRIVILEGE. TO DATE, NO SUCH MATERIAL HAS BEEN FOUND BY AGENTS REVIEWING NUMEROUS DOCUMENTS. THE ABOVE MENTIONED MOTIONS/ORDERS WILL, OF COURSE, BE COMPLIED WITH BY THE NYO.
EDNY, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, IS NOW PURSuing AVENUE THAT BOTH FOSTER AND DECIOUS HAVE BEEN IN VIOLATION OF TITLE 18, USC, SECTION 1001, MAKING FALSE MATERIAL STATEMENTS BEFORE BOTH USDJ (S) EUGENE NICKERSON AND HENRY BRAMWELL REGARDING KNOWLEDGE OF CAPTIONED GROUP AND/OR THE "MILITARY FRACTION" AND VIOLATION OF TITLE 18, USC, SECTION 1503-OBSTUCTION OF JUSTICE. TO THE CONTRARY, EVIDENCE (DOCUMENTS) REVEALS BOTH ARE FULLY KNOWLEDGABLE OF THESE ACTIVITIES. ADDITIONALLY, SUBPOENAS WERE SERVED

ADDITIONALLY, THE NYO IS COORDINATING EFFORTS WITH BOTH THE ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND FIREARMS (ATF) FOR POSSIBLE FEDERAL/STATE FIREARM VIOLATIONS AND THE IRS FOR POSSIBLE TAX VIOLATIONS IN THE REDIRECTION OF PERSONAL FUNDS TO CAPTIONED GROUP.

FINALLY, ON FEBRUARY 21, 1984, [ ] FILED IN THE SDNY, MANHATTAN, NEW YORK, CIVIL ACTION (84 CIV 1191) ALLEGING THE FOLLOWING AGENCIES: OFFICE OF THE CORONER OF LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS;
THE OFFICE OF SHERIFF OF LAKE COUNTY, ILL.; THE FBI; THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE; THE NEW YORK STATE RACING AND WAGERING BOARD; THE NEW YORK STATE POLICE; THE NASSAU COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT; THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH; THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, HAVE CONSPIRED TOGETHER IN AN ONGOING CONSPIRACY TO DELAY AND IMPEDIE THE ESTATE OF JANICE RUNKLE (DECEASED).

FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES, DR. RUNKLE, WHO WAS A PROMINANT VETINARIAN AT BELMONT RACE TRACK IN NASSAU COUNTY, NEW YORK, RECEIVED NOTORIETY AS THE PRIVATE VETINARIAN OF THE SYNDICATED KENTUCKY DERBY AND PREAKNESS WINNER (PLEASANT COLONY) WAS FOUND DEAD AT THE ILLINOIS BEACH STATE PARK ON OR ABOUT JULY 31, 1981. THE OFFICIAL CAUSE OF DEATH BY THE ILLINOIS CORONERS OFFICE WAS LISTED AS A SUICIDE. PRIOR TO HER DEATH, RUNKLE HAD PURCHASED PRACTICE OF DR. MARK GERARD, PRIVATE VETINARIAN TO SUCH NOTABLE HORSES AS RIVA RIDGE, SECRETARIAT, CANONERO TWO, KELSO, AND OTHERS. SUBSEQUENTLY, ACCORDING TO THE SUIT GERARD WAS NAMED IN A "SENSATIONAL SCANDAL" AT BELMONT PARK, ON SEPTEMBER 23, 1977, TERMED THE "RINGER SCANDAL".
ACCORDING TO THE SUIT THE FBI'S EXECUTION OF SEARCH WARRANTS ON FEBRUARY 17, 1984, CONTINUED TO CONSPIRE WITH OTHERS IN COVERING UP IN RUNKLE'S DEATH AND STOPPED THE ESTATE TO BE PROPERLY DISPURSED.

IRONICALLY THE CHIEF EXECUTOR'S OF THE ESTATE HAPPENS TO BE A MEMBER OF CAPTIONED GROUP.

THE ABOVE DESCRIBED CIVIL ACTION HAS BEEN FORWARDED TO FBIHQ BY THE PRINCIPAL LEGAL ADVISER, NYO.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

THE NYO AND EDNY CONTINUES TO RECEIVE PRESS INQUIRIES REGARDING CAPTIONED GROUP AND IS CONTINUING TO ADVISE THAT PER DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE GUIDELINES NO COMMENT CAN BE MADE INASMUCH AS COURT PAPERS (AFFIDAVIT) REMAIN SEALED.
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ARMED AND DANGEROUS, REVOLUTIONARY GROUP.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-299222)

(ATTENTION: CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
DOMESTIC TERRORISM UNIT)

FROM: SAC, SACRAMENTO (100A-8023) (P)

SUBJECT: PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, USA, aka
Provisional Wing of the Communist Party,
Provisional Party,
Eastern Service Worker's Association/
National Labor Federation;
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM

OO: NEW YORK

Full investigation authorized August 24, 1983,
and extended through July 22, 1984.

Re Sacramento airtel and LHM to Director, 12/22/83;
San Francisco airtel to Director, 11/15/83; Newark airtel
dated 10/5/83.

Enclosed for receiving offices are copies of an
LHM, submitted by Sacramento, to replace referenced LHM
of Sacramento dated 12/22/83. The reason for this is
states that Regional Office Headquarters in San
Francisco, California and National Office Headquarters for
captioned organization are both very familiar with sources
handwriting, and Sacramento now feels that this should be
typed. Source in LHM is

On 3/8/84 this source stated that captioned organiza-
tion is trying to get all material which FBI has on them,

- Bureau (Enc. 5)
- New York (Enc. 2) (100-182949)
- Newark (Enc. 2)
- Portland (Enc. 2)
- San Diego (Enc. 2)
- San Francisco (Enc. 2)
- Sacramento

(2 - 100A-8023)

(1 - )
SC 100A-8023

and Sacramento believes that Freedom of Information (FOI) requests will be made.

In that this is replacement airtel and LHM, Sacramento is setting forth information originally submitted in referenced airtel.

Source has completed individual training to be accepted as viable cadre. Source advised he has been in CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKER'S ASSOCIATION (HMA) for a period of four months. Source admitted willingness to continue commitment with organization, at the initial stage of association with FBI in December, 1983.

[Name redacted] has not seen weapons, does not know where they have them but has been told by cadre members that an army exists, which will be used in the upcoming revolution.

Also enclosed as part of this LHM is a drawing of a map of Regional Office Headquarters in San Francisco, California.

Sacramento suggests possible surveillance at next National Labor College to help identify members and locate safe-houses.

According to source, the Regional Office Headquarters in San Francisco could be pointed out by source if requested.

MEMBERS OF CAPTIONED GROUP(S) ARE MARXIST, REVOLUTIONARY IN NATURE, AND APPEAR TO BE IN POSSESSION OF ARMS, THEREFORE, EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN CONDUCTING ANY/ALL INVESTIGATION.
PROVISONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
also known as,
Provisional Wing of
the Communist Party,
Provisional Party
Eastern Service Workers Association/
National Labor Federation;
DOMESTIC SECURITY/ TERRORISM

On December 15, 1983, a source of the Sacramento Division, whose reliability has not yet been determined, advised that he returned this past week from Cadre Training at Regional Office Headquarters of CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKER'S ASSOCIATION (CHA), which occurred in San Francisco, California. He advised that this is the West Coast Regional Office Headquarters. He knows that the location is somewhere within two blocks of Franklin and Hayes in San Francisco. Source advised that the address might be "1148" as when the phone would ring, they would answer "1148". He advised they also refer to this Regional Office as a safe-house because they do believe it to be unknown.

Set forth is a replica of a drawing furnished by source of this location.

He stated that Regional Headquarters is also known as COSHAD. He received an orientation for three days to become a viable cadre member. He advised that 40 cadre members are involved in the orientation and that these cadre members have access to Regional Headquarters.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS

He advised that captioned organization's security is very tight and they watch members' activities closely. He stated and is a full-time employee of CHA. a white female, who is a viable cadre (VC); white male VC;

whom she described as One other individual identified was

These were the individuals whom source remembered. It is noted that in pamphlet entitled, "National Labor College West, Program June 26, 1983," which source provided and is set forth herein, other names were listed.

Source said that on February 18, 1984, at 0600 hours, a revolution will occur in the United States, at which time captioned organization, known to source as CHA, and NATIONAL LABOR FEDERATION (NLF) will lead the revolution and take over the Government of the United States. He advised that this is on a need to know basis and individuals are only advised about information which pertains to them.

Source said that at Regional Headquarters, there is a sign which said at the top "COUNTDOWN" and lists the day count of when the revolution will take place, that is for example, "65 more days." He also provided the statement which is on the banner "the leaders of power will also see the strength of U. S. in numbers." He stated that this revolution is to be set up like the Russian Revolution.

At Regional Headquarters, source said that there is a room for the politburo, a library with heavy amount of Marxism-Lenonism theory.

Source stated that he heard through cadre members that the organization does have a regular army and will use an armed insurrection to carry out the revolution. He stated that this is set out in the book "Essential Organizer", which he described as a book written by members on the east coast.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS

Source said that organization is very security conscious and has special trash baskets for confidential information, which is then destroyed. He said that they have other trash baskets for regular trash. There is a traffic officer who answers the door and receives anything or anyone who comes to the Regional Office. According to source, there is a system of ringing the doorbell, whereby they know if it is a member or if it is someone else.

According to source, he said that the person who started NLF is RASTES HARRIS, also known as "POPS", who is now deceased as of October, 1983. He stated that he died at 70 years of age in San Francisco. He stated that the head of Sacramento CHA was who has since gone to the National Headquarters, which source referred to as NOC.

Source advised that the organization was formed in Suffolk County, Long Island, New York. He is also familiar with EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA) and EASTERN FARM WORKERS ASSOCIATION (EFWA) and TEXAS FARM WORKERS ASSOCIATION (TFWA).

Source stated that there are two other safe-houses in San Francisco, or at least he said they are referred to as safe-houses. He said one is a law firm in San Francisco, California, and another is a doctor's office, which he could not further describe. He stated that they also have an art and design studio in San Francisco. There is another thing they are doing called JOINT VENTURE PROGRAM, which they have a goal for going to Chapter 11 bankruptcy.

Source advised he attended a NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE at a church in San Francisco, which he described as not too far from the Franklin and Hayes Area. Source attended this NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE on December 4, 1983, which is a Sunday, when these are always held. He advised that they are held approximately once each month. Source said about 30 people attended from Sacramento and that this occurred
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS

from 2 to 9 p.m. He advised that the location of the NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE is always a church but is not known until it is time to depart and then only by top level members. He advised they go in a caravan and stop one time at a rest area near Vallejo, California. This NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE consists of a series of classes concerning Marxist doctrine.

Source stated that there were five security guards stationed around the church during the time the NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE was in session. He advised that these guards did not appear to be armed but were dressed in tan fatigues with black boots, black neckerchief and a beret, which he believes was black and was stuck in the epaulet on the shoulder. He said there was a large red banner hanging up during the time of the College. These guards were believed to be from Regional Headquarters.

Source stated that the level of advancement begins with a tabular volunteer (TV), then proceeds to viable volunteer (VV), next step is tabular cadre (TC), then viable cadre (VC), where regional training is necessary. He stated that the next step is field operations personnel (FOP).

Source advised he is familiar with the following cities having a CHA or otherwise affiliated organization:

Redding, California; Medford, Oregon (SEASONAL WORKERS ASSOCIATIONS); Santa Cruz, San Diego, Oakland, and Sacramento, California; Portland Oregon and a new office at Stockton, California.

Source advised that cadre classes at the Sacramento location, which is 3500 Stockton Boulevard, Sacramento, California. He advised that principally at the Regional Headquarters. This consists of Marxist doctrine and theory. Also part of the indoctrination and study courses at CHA in Sacramento consists of weather disasters and responses to such disasters; directing activities towards the poor; and daily picket line in front of the SACRAMENTO COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS

In addition to the main CHA headquarters of 3500 Stockton Boulevard, Sacramento, there is also a satellite office at 3714 Marysville Boulevard called the WORKERS COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER. He advised both of these offices are manned 24 hours a day every day of the year. Upstairs at the 3500 Stockton Boulevard address is an area where some cadre sleep and live.

Source identified the following individuals as being current members of CHA at Sacramento:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L H.</td>
<td>December 15, 1983</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 19, 1983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the same date that this information was being reported, source contacted FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) Agent who was handling him and advised he had some additional information, which was obtained from source.

Therefore, the following items obtained from source on December 15, 1983, and December 19, 1983, are set forth and brief description of each is identified and is in order as indicated below:

1. Map of Regional Headquarters in San Francisco as described above, which was drawn by source. This evidently has an address of 1148 and is near Franklin and Hayes Streets in San Francisco.

2. Two pages of pamphlet entitled, "National Labor College West, Program June 26, 1983."
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS

3. Membership Benefit Booklet, WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION/CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION.

4. Two pages of information written by source and titled, "CHA Terminology and Abbreviations."

5. General information sheet which identifies source's duties for one week (this item should be given special protection as it could possibly identify source).

6. Identities of Sacramento CHA officials and it is noted there are some duplications with those earlier stated. It is also noted that source was able to remember additional members. He stated that is being transferred to Santa Cruz, California, and that is taking his place.

7. One page entitled, "Structure of Entity".

8. Four pages of typical cadre class entitled, "Don't Think Russia is a Socialist Country".

9. A schedule entitled, "Typical Day at CHA (Stockton Boulevard)".

10. Sheet entitled, "General Information". This identifies an approach to a Sacramento hospital to obtain free medical care for CHA members. (This should be accorded special protection as identification of source could be jeopardized.)

11. Six page description of a class at NATIONAL LABOR COLLEGE on December 4, 1983.
12. The definition of CHA as presented to new members.

13. Two leaflets provided to the public announcing CHA activities.

14. A page entitled, "Sacramento Arena Volunteers Calendar". Source advised that this is a good idea of typical activities engaged in by CHA and that these are not often printed up in this form.

15. One page leaflet entitled, CHA - Here to Win - Here to Stay - Information for Full-Time Organizers".

MEMBERS OF CAPTIONED GROUP(S) ARE MARXIST, REVOLUTIONARY, IN NATURE, AND APPEAR TO BE IN POSSESSION OF ARMS, THEREFORE, EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN CONDUCTING ANY/ALL INVESTIGATION.
### CHA TERMINOLOGY & ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TACTIC</td>
<td>An activity CHA uses to make gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLS</td>
<td>Volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Tabular Volunteer - no set schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV</td>
<td>Viable Volunteer - has kept a schedule for one week - will participate in education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Tabular Cadre - has filled out cadre application form, and can be counted on for the most part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>Viable Cadre - can be counted on at all times - all cadre on call 24 hours a day for whatever reason only attitude a cadre has: enthusiasm &amp; accord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIAL VOL</td>
<td>Will only do one thing - i.e., phoning, office work, dinners, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRX</td>
<td>Transportation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIIN</td>
<td>Financial Input System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLS</td>
<td>Volunteers System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE-AD</td>
<td>Design &amp; Advertising System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOR</td>
<td>Morale System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYS</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>Procurement System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMBR</td>
<td>Member System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROG</td>
<td>Propaganda System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHA Terminology & Abbreviations (continued):

NOC  National Office Central
COSHAD Regional Office
SPEV  Special Event
OFME Office Mtg.
PRT  Print System
AA  Administrative Assistant
OPS  Operations
BENE  Benefits System
BENE II  Benefits Plan II System
CCLP  Coalition of Concerned Legal Professionals
CCMP  Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals
CORK  Commission of Revolutionary History
       Commission of Recruitment
STK-M  Picket Line System
IDL  Informational picketline
A-OPS  Arena operations
OPS-M  Operations Manager
MLPL  Meal Plan
PD  Political Department
PC  Political Commissar
DEC 16, 1983

GENERAL INFORMATION

C.H.A. is very pushy once you reach the VV Status, but even more so once TC is reached. They deny it, saying you put the pressure on yourself.

A typical example of 30-35 hour/week schedule consists of the following:

All at 3500 Stockton Blvd.

Monday   DEC 19

10am-1pm - Paperwork, phone pitch writing
5:30-11pm - Phoning work

Tuesday 20th

10-11am - Reading Time - "Labor's Untold Story"
5:30-11pm - Phoning work

Wed 21st

9:30am-2pm - Picket Line at 28th & R (Welfare)

Thur 22nd

10am-4pm - Canvass - membership drive

Fri 23rd

1:30-3pm - Teach general volunteers class
3-5pm - Poster making session
At Worker's Community Service Center

Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals "CCMP" OPS - VC

- his real name is:

- very enthusiastic about idea of revolution
STRUCTURE OF ENTITY

OPS-M  
/  
OPS OF ENTITY  
/  
AA  
/  
SYSTEMS C'S  
/  
MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP provides broad base of support

SYSTEMS COORDINATORS provide the necessary work supervision for volunteers, along with training

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT provides guidance to SYS. C's work, and supervision

OPERATIONS OF ENTITY provides supervision of all work that goes on in Entity, and also answers phone, keeps tabs on cash flow, etc.

OPS-M is lead person in city, especially when there is more than one Entity. Position filled by

b6
b7C
Dec 15-16  
2400 - 0130 hrs.

Cadre Class: I Don't Think Russia Is A Socialist Country

It came as a response to a cadre's question - the class came from National.

The question is important.  
We expect to win - that's what makes us different from everyone else.  
There is no reason why professional revolutionaries cannot accomplish that goal.

Difference between socialism and capitalism.  
Propaganda is pushing their side of story - not always completely true.

1st thing - are no innocent bystanders in a revolution.  
People who remain undecided can make up the deciding difference.

Capitalists can buy the people they need - not to choose is to take the capitalist's side. You cannot choose your class - you are born into it.

Why fight for socialism? Because they see the effect of capitalism. People die before their time. It (capitalism) grew out of war and poverty.

United States is the highest point capitalism has reached.

People are fighting to survive in U.S.

Socialism came about because of capitalism, not visa-versa.

People seeing all the hell - look for something better.

No one is getting to the cause of the problems - only temporary solutions.

Most of wealth is owned by very few - that is what capitalism is all about.

All costs of production is directly related to labor. Sounds simple - but all is very important in understanding capitalism - cost and profit.
One who had most money, exerts most power.

Recession - factories close up, people lose jobs, have less money, are able to do even less, so more factories close up and more people lose jobs.

Gov't can't prevent recession - they want to ensure corporations make their profits. Whatever they do about recession - has to be consistent with what corporations need.

Gov't will go as far as it can before people will revolt. Then gov't will go in and put revolt down ie; welfare programs.

Revolution - vs - Rebellion

Revolution is successful permanent solution.
Rebellion is strikes, etc. - only temporary solution.
Example: bank robbers - rebellious.

Socialist countries represent over 1/3 of the world population - Russia, China, Cuba, Vietnam, etc.

INTERNATIONAL PROLETARIAT IS OPPRESSED
LOOKING TOWARDS A WORLDWIDE REVOLUTION.
U.S. IS THE CORNERSTONE.

DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT

Revolution comes about when a group of people have the intent to take power away from those that currently hold power, and institute different gov't politics and programs aimed at benefitting another class of people. Socialist Revolutions are brought about by Communist Parties. They differ from other parties that attempt to reform politics of existing economic systems in that they stand for revolution, and establishing the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, rather than the bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie ceases to exist under Socialism.
The State, under direction of the Communist Party, begins to expropriate, or seize the industries that were formally owned by individuals. This takes years, although large corporations are seized quickly, so that the government represents the interests of the proletariat can immediately become the dominating force in industry.
TYPICAL DAY AT CHA (STOCKTON BLVD) DEC 16, 1983

745-800 Wake up call to all cadre. 2 persons that staff office make 1st call, which passes on to other houses where cadre stay.

830-900 All cadre in office to start day.

900-930 Battleplan - where day's activities are laid out.

930-1000 Confirm volunteers for the day. Start preparing day's activities to go out: ie; picket line.

1000-1300 1st Activity takes place (tactic).

1300-1330 Lunch

1330-1400 Finish all processing of information gotten from activity ie; new members, contacts, money and food pledges.

1400-1700 Classes, reading, paperwork, phoning to get ready, Leafletting.

1700-1730 Dinner

1730-2300 Phoning, Staff Mtg (SAT), Bucket Drive (FRI), that's where you go out w/can and leaflets to get money.

2300-2330 Finish up leftover work

2330-2400 Entity Debrief - all of day's work is summed up.

2400-0200 Cadre Class (MON & THUR), or more paperwork.

0200-0745 Sleep - 2 people staff each office at night.
SPECIAL EVENT - BAZAAR
To be held Dec. 17, 1983

Circulator Briefing

People in Carmichael will back us if they can see us deliver the goods.

Circulators are front line.

We want to win people over to our side.

We want access to their resources and contacts.

Pitch is to ask them to mobilize their community. Our members are without X-mas resources, and they have them.

Talk up successes of medical benefit and advocacy, and Hill-Burton gains.
GENERAL INFORMATION

Source learned of the following discussion and agreement with Mercy Hospital personnel.

C.H.A. made a gain in their medical benefits program. They used the Hill-Burton Law of 1946, as a way to put hospitals in a bad public light, and to make gains for their membership nationwide, and cadre.

Locally, they met with the Mercy Hospital Administration about one month ago. [_____] is one of the 3 administrators. About 30 people were present at the mtg, [_____] of the membership, which took place at the Mercy Del Paso Health clinic.

The goal of the mtg was to gain free medical care; [_____] inclusive of hospitalization, prescriptions, & miscellaneous medical supplies needed by members, and cadre. They achieved this goal.
A CLASS CALLED: "THE COMMITTEE OF RESPONSIBILITY"

A call is issued to all cadre in leadership role, - take responsibility. Revolution taking place in 77 days. Cadre to learn how to run country. Cadre work on every level is critical. Call for "middle leadership" to step up in organizational schemata.

A CLASS CALLED: "BOLSHEVIK BALANCE OF POWER"
"WE STUDY HISTORY ONLY TO CHANGE IT"

What maintains current gov't in U.S.? Fact is - no alternative gov't known to masses.

This was a class on the Oct. 19, 1917 insurrection in Russia, and the history of the Bolshevik Party.

We are not Marxists.

"Utilization, not use" is the policy of this organization.
1. CHA is not a union
2. They don't fall under U.S. Labor Laws
3. Call themselves at a local level an MBA - Mutual Benefits Association
4. Not gov't funded, nor funded by any large source. People make donations - largest on Sacramento level is $100 so far as I have seen
5. No "non-profit" status
6. Have approximately 16,000 members in Sacramento alone
7. None of the so-called 10 benefits are very well developed
8. Members have say in decision making on a local level through WBC - Worker's Benefit Council
9. Ultimate decisions come from National
10. When a member is signed-on paper for 3 months - they can hold up the legal system that long and members technically expire
11. File of membership authorizations is in office
12. Have been to court several times (approx. 100) and never lost.
13. Tell members that goal is to "make changes for our members, so that they won't have to struggle every day to make ends meet."
Basic Content

Are going to do a radio broadcast to let more people know about CHA.

----------------------------------

DEFINITION OF A CADRE:
from - ESSENTIAL ORGANIZER (EO)

Cadre are trained individuals capable of both operating the basic mechanics of the group and training other individuals to perform the same task, agree to tactical solutions regarding strategic goals by the consensus approach.

Concerned with solutional analysis, structural correctness and leadership understanding.

Basic role of cadre is not one of position, but one of power within any position.

Cadre accepts CHA policy and practice as personal credo.
FACT - got transferred to the Santa Cruz Entity - no specific assignment. A new person will be taking his place - she will be procurement staff (PRO) until she has enough training to coordinate system - no set time period. Also Benefits Plan II System.
TO:  DIRECTOR, FBI (100A-33223)

FROM:  SAC, CLEVELAND (100A-35630)(RUC)(SOD 5)

RE:  PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, aka., ET AL.
      DOMESTIC SECURITY/ TERRORISM

OO:  NY

Reference New York teletype to Cleveland, dated 2/27/84, and captioned as above.

No additional information has been developed at Cleveland, Ohio, concerning captioned case. Therefore, this case is being placed in an RUC status.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS (PPC), USA, AKA; DOMESTIC SECURITY/TELETYPE TO BOSTON ET AL, MARCH 5, 1984.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS SIMILAR IN NATURE AND THE SOURCE, MUST BE PROTECTED. TO OPEN A POST OFFICE BOX IN THE TOPSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS AREA, A HORSE FARM AREA, UNDER THE NAME.
OF FOXFIRE BREEDING AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION DURING SEPTEMBER, 1983. CLAIMED THAT HER ORGANIZATION, EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA), WAS LOOKING FOR A FARM TO BEGIN HORSE BREEDING IN THE MASSACHUSETTS AREA. ALSO ASKED TO DETERMINE IF THERE WERE ANY SUCH FARMS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE. THIS NEVER DEVELOPED AND NO FARM WAS PURCHASED. KNOWS OF NO OTHER INDIVIDUALS IN THE MASSACHUSETTS AREA TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH "FOXFIRE". KNOWS NO OTHER PERSONS IN THE MASSACHUSETTS AREA ASSOCIATED WITH LIMITED MAIL HAS BEEN RECEIVED AT THE POST OFFICE BOX IN TOPSFIELD AND IT ALL DEALT WITH HORSE BREEDING. THE MAIL WAS GIVEN TO IS FURTHER DESCRIBED AS DEDICATED TO THE (ESWA) AND WAS RECRUITED SIX YEARS AGO, AND INITIALLY WORKED FOR ESWA IN BOSTON. HAS BEEN RESIDING IN FOR THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS. IS CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH
IS VERY SECRETIVE REGARDING HER ACTIVITIES AND TELLS VERY LITTLE.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS - REVOLUTIONARY GROUP

BT
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-293232) (ATTN: TECHNICAL SERVICE DIVISION, SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT, ATTN: DOMESTIC TERRORISM UNIT)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (100A-182949)(P)(JTF-2)

SUBJECT: PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, aka ET AL, DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM

Re: NYTecall to FBIHQ to 3/12/84 and BuAirtel to all offices, 3/31/82, entitled, "Computer Related Services Available for FBI Investigations".

Enclosed for the Bureau are subpoenaed described below.

For the information of Technical Service Division, System Development Section, on 2/17/84, members of the Joint Terrorist Task Force, NYO, executed six (6) search warrants at three (3) locations in the New York metropolitan area. Reports indicate a "military fraction" which advocated an overt military action on or about 2/19/84. To date, no such action has taken place.

On 2/1/84, the NYO subpoenaed the following:

1-Bureau (encls), Domestic Terrorism Unit (Info)
2-New York (1-SA 100A-57407) (FCI) (Info)
2-New York (1-NY 100A-182949 Sub F)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Approved: Transmitted (Number) (Time) Per

MAR 13 84
REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

Anticipating possible Federal Grand Jury (FGJ) proceeding in Brooklyn, NY re captioned group, it is requested

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, AKA; ET AL; DOMESTIC SECURITY TERRORISM; CO: NEW YORK.

USA JOHN GALLAGHER, EDNY, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, HAS ADVISED THE

FOR TESTIMONY BEFORE FEDERAL GRAND JURY.

100-486889 185
ADDITIONALLY,

NYO IS PRESENTLY ASSEMBLING LHM SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION AS PART OF SEARCH WARRANTS EXECUTED FEBRUARY 17, 1984.

WILL RECONTACT (FORMER) AND COORDINATE WITH NYO (JTF-2) AND AUSA GALLAGHER (212) 335-7676 FOR INTERVIEW. WILL COORDINATE WITH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, SPECIAL AGENT AND SPECIAL AGENT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK, TELEPHONE . WITH JTF-2, NYO TO COORDINATE INTERVIEW OF KEEPING IN MIND, THAT
ADMINISTRATIVE

FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BUREAU, THE EDNY IS CONSIDERING HAVING AFFIDAVITS REGARDING ABOVE DESCRIBED SEARCH WARRANTS UNSEALED. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF THIS DEVELOPMENT INASMUCH AS THIS MAY RESULT IN PRESS INQUIRIES.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS;

REVOLUTIONARY GROUP WHICH ADVOCATES VIOLENCE.

ET

#0131
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100A-57449) (P) (FCI-1)
FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100A-57407) (P) (FCI-1)
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, aka Et Al;
DS/TELEVISION; ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED (OO: NEW YORK) HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED DATE 9/25/83 BY SP9A6/dmy

On 3/4-6/84, provided the following information:

Enclosed for New York are two copies of document entitled "OPS PHONES", provided to

Source stated that he recently learned the following concerning a cadre member identified as 
Source has never met but was told he was recruited and later entered the MILITARY FRACTION (MF). Source was told, by a cadre who is in a position to know, that Source does not know the residence city or the purpose of his extended residence other than the statement that he is there for the party. During October, 1982, source observed and met at the NATIONAL OFFICE CENTER (NOC), 1107 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York.

Source described as a white male.

Approved: 4/14/84 Transmitted (Number) (Time) Per SIX

10 MAR 12 1984
Source advised that Field Cadre have been told that he has been taken to a distant location, not disclosed. Source was told the next day that he is in Bethesda, Maryland, and has been provided a new cover name.

Source identified the abbreviation "WF", as seen on numerous MILITARY FRACTION documents, means "Working File".

Asset described enclosed document as a list of coin telephones near the New Brunswick office, by number, code name assigned, location, walking distance from the office and whether inside or outside. This was prepared at New Brunswick following direct instructions from NOC, as a security device.

On 3/24/84, Newark agents, while conducting a fissure on an unrelated matter, had occasion to observe vehicles bearing the following license tags, with people entering or leaving 1107 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, New York. Registrants were obtained via NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES (NJDMV) computer:

(Washington, D.C.)
1976 AMERICAN MOTORS station wagon

(New York)
1982 Plymouth, 2-door, white

(New York)
1971 Buick, sedan, green

Observing Special Agents (SAs) noted, at 8:10 pm, two or three white males exit and enter 1107 Carroll Street. A large amount of food was removed from inside. Two males who left 1107 Carroll Street and seemed to "check out" the observing SAs, went to then reentered the building.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-486889)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (100A-57407) (P) (FCI-1)

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, aka ET AL; DS/TERRORISM; (00: NEW YORK)

Full investigation authorized 8/24/83, and extended through 7/22/84.

Re: Newark telephone call to New York Office and AUSA, EDNY, 3/13/84.

The original and one copy of the following FD-302's are enclosed for New York and two copies each are enclosed for FBIHQ:

1. FD-302, dated 3/21/84, reflecting 3/12/84 contact with

2. FD-302, dated 2/16/84, reflecting attempted interview of EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (EDWA), New Brunswick, New Jersey.

SECRET

Approved: JCB

Transmitted (Number) (Time) Per

17 APR 2 1984

100-486889-107
3. FD-302, dated 2/16/84, reflecting attempted interview of

4. FD-302 reflecting information and documents provided by [redacted] on 3/15/84.

As set forth in referenced telephone call on 3/13/84, [redacted]

Source has volunteered to continue to be of assistance in any way possible, i.e., conferring with representatives of the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI), Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA), explaining documents which may cause confusion or testifying before a Federal Grand Jury.

Newark determined that telephone number 201-842-1782, is assigned to Saint Peter's Villa, 1530 Ocean Avenue, Sea Bright, New Jersey. This was determined to be a facility operated by Jesuit group, as a beach house for use of the Jesuit order. No further information is available, except that it is not known to be used by individuals from outside of that religious order.
On March 15, 1984, provided the following information concerning the PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS and the EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION.

Source advised

Source turned over the following documents, which he observed in areas of the New Brunswick location, to which he had routine access:

1. Letter from dated May 20, 1983, regarding "letter and proposed response" to This bears a notation "Will be mailed 5/25/83", and an old address, known to have previously been accurate for part of this organization and see that you're "ways you can help", "I've been told there are many ways you can assist us and we need to talk about this as soon as we can". It further states "Please get word to me when, and we can arrange to meet, as privately as you want it".

2. A handwritten letter, stamped "Priority" and "Sensitive", dated December 8, 1983, from Chief Regional L.O., to "C. O.", regarding "Security Order-I". This states as follows: "Order: Procure immediately for Political, MF and Operations use new safe mail addresses, new safe phones.

3. Envelope containing two memorandums. Envelope is addressed to

Investigation on 3/15/84 at Hunterdon, New Jersey

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
postmarked New York, New York.

3A. Four page memo, dated October 16, 1983, from "Field Command" to "All PC's", regarding "General Order A-1 ACCOFF". This mentions the "cell" structure.

3B. A one-page memo, dated October 13, 1983, from "Politbureau/National Scheduling Commission" to "All OPS PC Scheduling Commissioners", regarding "Holiday Season Order #1 -- ACCOFF". This mentions the cell structure.

4. Memo, dated October 29, 1983, marked "Priority: Soonest *Implement Within 24 hrs.* Report due by: 11/8", to "All Political Commissars", "Commissioners of Revolutionary His" and "Operations Managers". This letter instructs recipients to contact local radio stations in the name of "National Equal Justice Association". They are instructed to obtain information on rates, charges, audience demography, wattage, area covered and air time available. This is to be sent to: P.O. Box 3358, Cadman Plaza Station, Brooklyn, New York.

5. A handwritten memo, dated September 6, 1983, regarding "additions to offensive security". This letter states the group "Absolutely must have network of cold phone communication with Mercer and National". It instructs that telephone numbers, locations, distance to reach and "code names" for the "cold phones" should be obtained. It further mentions "such basic security measures be established S.O.P."

6. Memo, dated November 8, 1983, enclosing directions, by car, from "NOC" to "New Brunswick Office Central".

7. One copy of document source identified as the analysis. It discusses the philosophical "Marxist-Leninist" basis for the organization and U.S. revolutionary forces". It mentions, on page eight, the possibility of a "non-peaceful . . . transition to socialism".

Continuation of interview of . . .
On March 12, 1984, [ ] provided the following information:

Source stated that on the evening of March 10, 1984, a "unit" meeting was held, at which, source made notes.

A discussion was held, at which one of the local leaders agreed that "there are cops at National", meaning informants. It was then stated that it is better to have them "inside" and "know who" they are, according to LENIN. It was claimed that during the Bolshevik Revolution, one of LENIN'S "right hand men" was a spy. LENIN was aware of this and made use of him. It was noted that the "spy" was executed after the revolution, as he had "served his purpose".

Asset stated the belief that this conversation was held for his benefit.

Source stated he has received an increasing level of hostility for the past two weeks and is sure he is suspected of being an FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) source.

Investigation on 3/12/84 at Newark, New Jersey File #100A-57407 (VIA TELEPHONE)

by SA [ ] /mfl 984 Date dictated 3/16/84

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
was contacted at his apartment, Apartments and was advised that the interviewing agents desired to speak to him concerning his membership in the EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA) and the reported attempted overthrow of the United States government planned by the ESWA for the weekend of February 18-19, 1984.

advised that he would not submit to an interview and indicated that he would be in contact with his attorney regarding the matter. then requested that the interviewing agents leave the premises which was complied with by the interviewing agents.
EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION (ESWA), 25 Livingston Ave., New Brunswick, New Jersey, was contacted at her place of business and was advised that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) desired to interview EWSA members located at 25 Livingston Avenue.

was advised that the interviews would be in relation to information concerning an attempted overthrow of the United States government by the ESWA on the weekend of February 18-19, 1984. Also present at 25 Livingston Avenue was who identified herself as of the EWSA.

advised that she refused to be interviewed or allow any of the FBI Agents present to conduct any interviews of ESWA employees at 25 Livingston Ave. also refused to give a consent to search the premises for weapons which may be located at 25 Livingston Avenue. indicated that prior to any interviews she would have to consult with an attorney whose identity she refused to give to the interviewing agent.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-293230)
FROM: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100-56279) (SQ12-ARA) (RUC)

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA), aka
Provisional Wing of the Communist Party (CP),
Provisional Party,
Communist Party,
USA (CPUSA) Provisional,
Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA),
National Labor Federation (NATLFED)
DOMESTIC SECURITY - TERRORISM;
OO: NY

Full investigation authorized 8/24/83.

Re Newark airtel to Bureau 1/23/84, captioned as above.

Investigation was instituted by Philadelphia in order to
further identify the location set forth in referenced communica-
tion. A check of tax records at Berks County Courthouse, 33 N.
6th St. Reading, PA. reveal that the property in question is
located in District Township, Berks County on Bailey Hill Road.
The owners of record are JOHN E. and DOROTHY M. CANDLESS.
The property is described as 26 acres with a one story stone
house and frame house. Also included in the description in the
record is a cement block print shop. The assessed value for the
land and property is $3,000. There is no deed book reference to
the property which means that it was purchased prior to 1965.

2-Bureau (105-2932320)
2-New York (100A-182949)
2-Newark (100A-57407)
1-Philadelphia (100-56279)
DTK: dk
(7)
A check with the Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) Barracks, Reading, PA. which has responsibility for furnishing police protection for District Township, Berks County revealed no information regarding any complaints or incidents in the Baldy Hill Road area within the past year or two involving shots being fired.

A drive past the property in question, which actually located outside the small town of Landis Store, indicates that there is a sign in front of the property which contains a picture of a large dog with the words "The Patch" on it. There is a No trespassing sign at a gate, which is a section of a telephone pole which precludes entrance into the roadway. A house is situated well back from the road at least 100 yards and can be seen when there is no foliage on the many trees in the area. The area in general is very secluded and houses are sometimes quite far apart. It would be much more difficult to see any sort of activities in the summer when there are leaves on the trees.

It is believed that the is affiliated with some sort of group which has ties with the Society of Friends.

Philadelphia indices contains no derogatory information on the and no additional investigation is being conducted in this matter.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-299282)

FROM: SAC, SACRAMENTO (100A-8023)(P)

SUBJECT: Provisional Party of Communists,
U.S.A., aka
Provisional Wing of the Communist Party,
Provisional Party,
Eastern Service Workers Association/
National Labor Federation;
DOMESTIC SECURITY/ TERRORISM
OO: NY

Full investigation authorized August 24, 1983,
and extended through July 22, 1984.

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and
four copies of a LHM and two copies for receiving offices.

Sacramento is submitting information provided
by __________ on recent contacts.

__________ also advises for personal reasons

demands made on source ______ will be terminating association

with FBI at the latter part of March, 1984. This will be
further set forth in asset file.

ENCLOSURES (attached)

1. 100-486689

2. - Bureau (Enc 6)
2. - Boston (Enc 2)
2. - Chicago (Enc 2)
2. - Newark (100A-57407)(Enc 2)
2. - New York (100A-182949) (Enc 2)
2. - Philadelphia (Encs 2)
2. - Portland (100A-15046)(Encs 2)
2. - San Antonio (100A-14404)(Encs 2)
2. - San Francisco (100A-80282)(Encs 2)
3. - Sacramento (2 - 100A-8023)
BRLK/blm (20)

Approved: b2
Transmitted (Number) (Time) Per b6
b7c
In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

Sacramento, California
March 15, 1984

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, U.S.A., ALSO KNOWN AS,
PROVISIONAL WING OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY,
PROVISIONAL PARTY,
EASTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION/NATIONAL
LABOR FEDERATION;
DOMESTIC SECURITY/ TERRORISM

On February 10, 1984, a source of the Sacramento
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Office, who has
provided some reliable information previously, provided
information that concerns captioned organization at Sacramento,
California. It is noted that at Sacramento, the primary
name of organization is CALIFORNIA HOMEMAKERS ASSOCIATION,
and also, WESTERN SERVICE WORKERS ASSOCIATION.

On February 10, 1984, source advised as
follows:

NATLEFED has secured loans in Suffolk County,
New York, after a disaster hit.

Here in Sacramento, plans to purchase a building
and start a medical co-op will put CHA's volunteer
doctors in it.

Eventually to buy own community, members to
run it, also learn to run hospital, etc. This will also
be done through loans.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
Loans will be defaulted and bankruptcy declared.

Children can become cadre at age 12.

Transfered to the CDR (cadre) system.

What do we understand a revolution to be? Why do we want one? What will it look like? One of the things that keeps working people divided is labor laws, non-working people are kept as scab labor to keep workers scared.

Two groups of people in production:

A. Own it all.

B. Working class - sell their labor, takes organization to get rid of division created by labor laws.

Unrecognized workers were not enough alone to make a revolution.

Started in Sacramento. NATLEFED reps unrec. workers.

To make revolution - need other stratas, professionals, etc.

Revolution actually started 11 years ago. It is just building day by day.

Education and coercion are what keep us the way we are. It's governments job and it's doing it well.

Slave-master relationship.

Dictatorship of Bourgeois.

Small class owns means of production.

Large class sells labor.

Government steps in to protect ruling class.

That's why labor laws, cops breaking up strikes,
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, U.S.A.

Just going for economic gains isn't enough.

1. Take it from someone else in working class.
2. They'd take it away anyway.

50s everyone had "American Dream."

70s changed, boys could go out of country and take advantage of cheap labor.

1972 Americans lost war in Nam. People didn't like Am. capitalists. Now it's harder to get cheap labor out of country. Comes from workfare, migrant laborors. CETA program in Detroit, did exactly them for 89 days. Then lay them off. Or 90th day, they are eligible for union membership and benes.

Reduction is turning situ. around 100°.

D. Office - joint venture program.

Ultimate goal is a chapter 11 bankrupt.

Class

Natlefed Genesis
(Unintelligible)(UN) Workers Org. Com. - AUCC.

No one paid any atten. to them.

gave 50G a year.

1962 National Farmworkers Association - (UN) AUCC had 40 strikes going to any one time.

UFW as the basis of NATLEFED deflated balloon

AFL-CIO.

What do you do to run a country?

A. Shared with NATLEFED to close class.
B. Need support and part of different sectors.
C. Broadened out to include other org. legal, medical, etc.

Why

KARL MARX - German philosopher - revolution w/happen came hell or high water - contradictions w/make it happen.

Revolution
You can force it to happen quicker by organization.

Very simple - actual act of taking our country.

Read Labor's Untold Story
"Communist Manifesto"

Communist definition
Someone who's fighting for the installation of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Notes on class and Question

Economic situ - not rock bottom - but bad. What bougie does is artif. boost economy - usually a war. Creates jobs, exports greater - "we'll fight for our country."

How this class fits into organization.

Vietnam was not popular - because people were wising up to bougie's art economy boost. Bougie wasn't making money either.

73% of people hated war - Gallup poll.

Communist Manifesto

Measures in most advances countries.

1. Abolition of all property in land and application of all rents of land to public purposes.

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, U.S.A.

3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.

4. Confiscation of all property of all emigrants and rebels.

5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a national bank with state capital and an exclusive monopoly.

6. Centralization of the means of communications and transport in the hands of the state.

7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the state; the bringing into cultivation of waste lands, and the improvement of soil generally in accordance with a common plan.

8. Equal obligation of all work. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture.

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of the distinction between town and country, by a more equable distribution of the population over the country. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of child factory labor in its present form. Combination of education with industrial production, etc.

Our job is to know how to respond to disasters and to know about them.

Pt.: 1 Has storm hit your area?

2 Wind speed?

3 Flooding - what areas?

4 Power out?

If entity doesn't know, they need to know and we do.

Order if don't know - get data - 1u msq on service time by - 1900 today.

Order keep radio on news station non-stop during storm. Minimum program. This is geared entirely toward va participation - not all cadre - one cadre leading a team.
Order any area hit by storm

A. Call sampling of members in low lying or previously hit area - W. Sac, Broderick.

B. For every benefit case via phoning in part a or phoned in - response at office - get on phone to ind. supporters who have not been responsive lately. Pitch aid for specific situ. Pitch food, blankets, cleaning, etc.

C. As vocs are needed in lg nos - canvass out to areas hit - respond to spec emerg. process at office call vocs B&E 1st ACD next, then anyone they can think of outline spec. situ - ask for help immed.

C. Drive down now.

D. Compiled data all benes filled today for massive merchant pro and fin phoning Monday. Pitch summarize benefits filled today. Summarize continued need i.e., unfilled benes, talk about triple hardship - storm damage holiday, low income. Pitch 500 - 100 donations, toys, turkeys, food, blankets, candles, kerosene lamps, donations of gas for vol emerg. crews, winter clothing. Has to be gotten across in land-line, don't drop everything use it to mobilize people, build for holidays. Some extra time on phone for cadre. Should be able to coordinate from master file.

Suggestion that it be posted number of vocs on specific things roster of bazaar attendees be exten. Confirm calls to people on roster.

Groups of vocs doesn't near just org of bougie - also housemeeting vocs, dinners, etc.

Use what we got to get more - leaf letters.

Explain - 1st confirm attendees

2nd day before 3rd wkg and day after what we're short on - plan accordingly - don't leave things uncovered.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, U.S.A.

W/CB this week to let them know what the push is. How we use it. Them to think about it.

National Directive
Will be reiterated that white Christmas soonest - do it.

Are you dreaming of white X-mas.
Or are holiday bills bearing you in red?

Leaflet
Don't give direction on phone.

Plan is to buy farmer's crops with part of funds they are trying to raise - pay farmers to plant acreage that government pays farmers to leave idle.

Medical bldg's and apartments are also in the future.

Funds are called "SADIE MCELROY memorial fund."

Questionnaires are being used now on canvasses for "new economic plan" - questions are about food and medical insurance.

Talk is still going around about restraining order on FBI on east coast and about a civil rights case.

Some org called equal (W) justice assoc - that's where checks are made out to for a tax deduction on a donation of more than $100.00 (EWJA).

Cadre class
"History of Internationals"

1786 (?) French revolution - fought on principal - property shared. America fought on same principal life, liberty and pursuit of happiness for rich, white male, property owners - talked a lot, but no real interest in communism.

French rev - opposite.
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, U.S.A.

Jacobins overthrew jureandean - 1st attempt @ socialism - organized people through secret societies - public organization called committee of . Group community organization drive - like CHA - pulled people who were interested in revolution. Society of equals - revolutionary party of jacobins. Dealt w/illegal aspects of revolution.

1789 (?) ROBES PIERRE went wild trying to undo all of aristocracy - changed everything naval concept that job of revolutionaries is to export revolution. Bourgeoisie overthrew him. No proletariat in France - reason why.

Problems:
1. No proletariat.
2. Revolution is weakest immediately after it takes place.
3. He didn't take the goods.
4. Lack of understanding.

Baboof made 2nd attempt - built secret society - cell structure - no one knew master plan - cops got a hold of it - failure.

MARX was commissioned by German workers educational society - evolved into communist party of the time. Wrote "communist manifesto" - all about what it took to win.

After the Paris commune - another attempt - wrote plan - people had to understand that socialism was inevitable, but not without a fight. Process is like birthing.

Important - this is how CHA runs.

You have to build an organization with two parts:

1. Revolutionaries - not secret - like others - should be clandestine - had to fight for internal control of proletariat over bourgie. Will use whatever means necessary to keep bourgie down. Conflict will still
exist - fill leadership rolls over #2. (That represents CHA cadre.)

2. Organization of workers - have close ties - fight for economic demands of community broad spectrum of people - i.e. - canvass lists, etc. (That reps CHA volunteers, workers benefit council, benefit plans, etc.)

4th International exists now.

1st and 2nd and 3rd - failed.

Source also provided the following information questioning what captioned organization understands a revolution to be. (See above.)

A review of these notes seemed to be class type work to indoctrinate members of communist theory and practice.

On March 8, 1984, source provided the information on farmer's crops.

Source provided a copy of a cadre class entitled, "History of Internationals," which was being taught by of Sacramento CHA. The source provided the notes concerning this class. Results of this class set out above.
This communication is classified "Secret" in its entirety.

RePXairtel to the Director, 1/24/84.

Enclosed for the Bureau and receiving offices is one copy each of a letter from the Iranian Students Association in the United States (I.S.A.U.S.), P.O. Box 4481, Berkeley, California 94704.

On 1/31/84, furnished the enclosed letter which was received from CPUSA Chairman CPUSA.

100-486889

4- Bureau (Enc. 1)
   (2- 105-293323)
   (2- CPUSA)
4- New York (Enc. 1)
   (2- 229B-3)
   (2- 100A-182949)
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[Seal: OCT 31 1984 USA]
advised that he was at a meeting in Phoenix in the first part of 1984 where two Iranians, no further description, were in attendance. It was at this time asset received the enclosed letter.

advised that he has learned from himself that he has on previous occasions visited the USSR and Cuba. Asset reports that as of 1/27/84, he was in New York attending a meeting for unknown reasons.

continues to attend meetings in Tucson, Arizona, and reports they are going to use him and other party members to travel to Phoenix, Arizona, for new recruiting of members.

The CPUSA is presently in an anti-President Reagan campaign to get "rid" of Reagan as president elect.

Asset reports that there is friction and restlessness among other party members in Tucson, Arizona. People in the local party are tired of writing letters and want to be more active. Telegrams from the local party were sent to [as referred to in enclosed letter] listing the CPUSA party in Tucson with all the identities of local party members.

Regarding the friction within the party locally, a recent introduction to asset, [phonetic] no further information is very active with the farm workers movement in Tucson, Arizona. Asset reports that this movement is becoming more organized in Tucson, although most of the members of this farm workers movement are not farm workers themselves. Again the identity of the local party membership is identified as "The Industrial Group."

There is friction between and another party member, identified as [no further information], who as well does not get along with and his ideals.

Coverage continuing at Phoenix Division regarding this matter.

On 2/1/84, asset furnished information that local CPUSA members, that supra, has organized a group identified as Tucson's Friend of Farm Workers.
REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

The Bureau is requested to ascertain from information previously furnished to Bureau or through contact with USSD any positive information regarding travel to USSR and/or Cuba.
Dear Friend:

February 8, 1984, marks the thirteenth anniversary of the formation of the movement of the People's Fedaiian in Iran. It was initially a politico-military organization which waged armed struggle against the puppet regime of the Shah. Fedaiian's struggle against the dictatorship was marked by courageous sacrifices and devotion to the ideals of the working people. They actively participated in every stage of the revolutionary process and the great people's uprising which resulted in the anti-imperialist and democratic revolution of February 1979.

The popular and revolutionary nature of the organization acquired a qualitatively higher level after the revolution. A close analysis of the lessons and experiences drawn from the people's revolution led to a monumental development in the organization's outlook. Previous theories and practices were criticized based on scientific socialism and a clear understanding of Marxism-Leninism, proletarian internationalism and the role of the vanguard was achieved.

Today the Organization of the Iranian People's Fedaiian (Majority) is a vanguard contingent of the Iranian working class. It is an influential political organization which is struggling to raise the political consciousness of the workers and toilers, and to guide the popular forces toward unity in their fight against world imperialism led by U.S. imperialism and their indigenous reactionary allies and for peace, national independence, democracy and socialism. The O.I.P.F. (Majority) actively defended the revolution and relentlessly strived for the deepening and expansion of the working people's achievements.

The O.I.P.F. (Majority) views the unity of the communist movement in Iran as a historical necessity and a prerequisite for the final victory of the revolution. Due to the achievement of common ideological and political positions between the O.I.P.F. (Majority) and the Tudeh Party of Iran, the vital and valuable unity of the vanguard contingents of the Iranian working class is more reachable today than ever before.

Following the retreat of the leadership of the revolution from its previous positions and drastic change in the balance of power in the leading organs of the Islamic Republic in favor of the right-wing forces, the Iranian revolution is today facing a deep and dangerous crisis. Slander and attack against the Tudeh Party of Iran and the persecution of its leaders and thousands of its members and other patriots for the "crime" of defending the revolution illustrate the extent of the conspiracy unleashed by imperialism and reaction against the working people's organizations and their achievements. The O.I.P.F. (Majority) is calling on the working people to join the ranks of the most consistent defenders of their interests, the Organization of the Iranian People's Fedaiian (Majority) and the Tudeh Party of Iran, and to organize and defend the revolution by their united might.

Without a doubt the present setback in the Iranian revolution will be overcome by the determined struggle of the working people and the working class led by its vanguard, as the most advanced contingent of the people, will lead this historical struggle to the final victory.

We would be glad to recieve your message of solidarity with the Iranian working class and its vanguard, the Organization of the Iranian People's Fedaiian (Majority), on this occasion of its founding anniversary.

ADDRESS: I.S.A.U.S.
P.O.Box 1481
Berkeley, CA 94704

Iranian Students Association in the U.S.
FBI NEW YORK (100A-182999) ROUTINE
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PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISM, AKA ET AL: DOMESTIC SECURITY - TERRORISM. 00: NEW YORK

NORFOLK INDICES ARE NEGATIVE IN REFERENCE TO THE CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION AND INDICES HAVE NO IDENTIFIABLE REFERENCE WITH THE ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP.

NORFOLK IS PLACING THIS MATTER IN AN RUC STATUS.

APR 5 1984
Date: April 4, 1984

To: [BLANK]

From: Stanley Klein, Chief
Terrorism Section
Criminal Investigative Division

Subject: WORKERS COMMUNIST PARTY (M/L)
PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS (PPC)

Confidential

[Redacted]

Classified by: [Redacted]
Declassify on: [Redacted]
On February 17, 1984, agents and New York police detectives of the Joint Terrorist Task Force II, FBI New York Office, executed six search warrants at three separate locations in New York, New York, linked with the PPC. Among items seized were voluminous documents and records which are now in the process of being analyzed.
TRANSMIT VIA: □ Teletype □ Facsimile □ AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, SAN ANTONIO (100A-14404)(RUC)

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, aka
DOMESTIC SECURITY/TERRORISM
OO: New York

This communication classified Secret in its entirety.

Re San Antonio tel to Bureau and New York dated 2/21/84.

Enclosed for New York are the original and two copies of two FD-302's reflecting interviews of 

1. — Bureau
2. — New York (100A-182949)(Enc. 6)
5. — San Antonio (1 — 100A-14404)

JGG: amr
(9)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-293232)  
FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100A-80282) (RUC)  

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, USA, aka  
Provisional Wing of the CP;  
Provisional Party, CPUSA Provisional,  
Eastern Service Workers Association,  
National Labor Federation (NATLFEF);  
DS/TERR0RISM;  
00: NEW YORK  


Re New York teletype to Director, 3/8/84.  

Encl for New York are two copies of an FD 302 containing and a zerox copy of a letter and encl. received from U.S. Secret Service, San Francisco, regarding  

Requested investigation within the San Francisco Division has been conducted and reported. Lacking any specific investigative leads outstanding, San Francisco is considering this matter RUCed.  

ARMED AND DANGEROUS - REVOLUTIONARY GROUP  
100-486889-192  

2 - Bureau  
0 - New York  
1 - San Francisco  
DRP/drp  

Approved:  

Transmitted  

(Number)  
(Time)  

Per  

(5)
It is to be noted that with the aid of the Law Firm, New York, recently filed civil suit against the Texas Rural Legal Aid and the United Farmworkers Union, charging these organizations failed to properly represent the Texas Farmworkers Union in past suits filed by the TFW.

On March 1, 1984, telephonically contacted the Brownsville, Texas, Resident Agency and stated had told him about the FBI interview conducted on 2/16/84. stated he, too, knew and considered an unethical individual who had lied to about his experience and knowledge of labor laws. He added he had, in fact, told that he wanted nothing to do with him. had recently been threatened with a civil suit allegedly for incompetent representation of the TFW.
New York is requested to advise the Bureau and San Antonio of any similar scenarios being created by other individuals and/or organizations affiliated with captioned organizations in other parts of the U.S.
memorandum

SAC, CHICAGO (100A-56980) (PREVIOUS CASE # 229B-42) (RUC) (SQ. 5A)

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, USA, aka,
Provisional Wing of the CP,
Provisional Party,
CPUSA Provisional,
Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA),
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
DS-TERRORISM;
OO: NEW YORK

DIRECTOR, FBIHQ (105-293232)
(ATTENTION: CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION,
DOMESTIC TERRORISM UNIT)

Re New York airtel dated 12/12/83, Bureau teletype to all FBI Field Offices, dated 1/20/84, and Chicago airtel dated 1/18/84.

Full investigation authorized 8/24/83 and extended through 7/22/84.

Due to the fact Chicago Division has forwarded all positive information to New York Division JTF-2, and no further leads are outstanding, Chicago will consider captioned case RUC.

100-486889

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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DATE:

REPLY TO ATTEND:

SUBJECT:

TO:

4/26/84

SAC, CHICAGO (100A-56980) (PREVIOUS CASE # 229B-42) (RUC) (SQ. 5A)

PROVISIONAL PARTY OF COMMUNISTS, USA, aka,
Provisional Wing of the CP,
Provisional Party,
CPUSA Provisional,
Eastern Service Workers Association (ESWA),
National Labor Federation (NATLFED);
DS-TERRORISM;
OO: NEW YORK

DIRECTOR, FBIHQ (105-293232)
(ATTENTION: CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION,
DOMESTIC TERRORISM UNIT)

Re New York airtel dated 12/12/83, Bureau teletype to all FBI Field Offices, dated 1/20/84, and Chicago airtel dated 1/18/84.

Full investigation authorized 8/24/83 and extended through 7/22/84.

Due to the fact Chicago Division has forwarded all positive information to New York Division JTF-2, and no further leads are outstanding, Chicago will consider captioned case RUC.
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SUBJECT:

TO: